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Our Mission

The California Environmental Justice Alliance 
is a statewide, community-led alliance that 
works to achieve environmental justice by 

advancing policy solutions.  





Goals & 
Outcomes

Legislation

Civic 
Engagement

Research and 
Reports

Administrative 
Advocacy



Principles of 
Environmental 
Justice

 People speak for themselves; bottom-up organizing

 Stop doing harm

 Ensure intentional, community-defined benefit

 Intersectional policy/implementation

 https://www.ejnet.org/ej/

https://www.ejnet.org/ej/




AB 32 (Núñez)

 California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006

 Established the 2020 target

 Identified that low-income communities and 
communities of color need special attention:

 Required ARB to establish the Environmental Justice Advisory 
Committee

 Required outreach in EJ communities before adopting plans 
and regulations

 Required ARB to ensure the regulations do not 
disproportionately impact those communities



Excerpts from 
AB 32

 “The state board shall ensure that the greenhouse gas emission 
reduction rules, regulations, programs, mechanisms, and 
incentives under its jurisdiction, where applicable and to the 
extent feasible, direct public and private investment toward the 
most disadvantaged communities in California and provide an 
opportunity for small businesses, schools, affordable housing 
associations, and other community institutions to participate in 
and benefit from statewide efforts to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.” (emphasis added)

 “Prior to the inclusion of any market-based compliance 
mechanism in the regulations, to the extent feasible and in 
furtherance of achieving the statewide greenhouse gas emissions 
limit, the state board shall do all of the following: 

 “(1) Consider the potential for direct, indirect, and cumulative 
emission impacts from these mechanisms, including localized 
impacts in communities that are already adversely impacted by air 
pollution.

 “(2) Design any market-based compliance mechanism to prevent 
any increase in the emissions of toxic air contaminants or criteria air 
pollutants.”









“We now know that we are not on a line that’s going to 
meet the 2030 target, much less the 2045 goal of carbon 
neutrality. And so we’re going to have to step back and 
take a serious look at the role that Cap-and-Trade, and 

other measures, play in getting us to that point.” 

- Chair Nichols, Dec. 13 2018 ARB hearing



Enter: Geoengineering







Concerns with 
Carbon 
Neutrality

 Extends polluting actions, delays deployment of cleaner 
technology or stronger policies to reduce emissions at the source

 Fails to address co-pollutants

 Relies heavily on market mechanisms, which often assume a false 
equivalency between a pound of carbon emitted and a “credit” for 
a pound of carbon reduced.



Carbon vs. 
Co-Pollutants

 Criteria Pollutants and Toxic Air Contaminants
 Examples: Particulate Matter, Ozone, Benzene, etc.

 Similar sources, various levels of correlation



Recommendations for 
Moving Forward



Fighting 
Climate 
Change and 
Improving 
Public Health

 Prioritize direct emissions reductions.

 Avoid sector-wide or economy-wide caps that don’t include tools 
for addressing spike at specific facilities.

 Let communities lead – statewide EJ Advisory Committee, 
agency leads on EJ



Thank you!
katie@caleja.org

https://caleja.org/
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